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Introduction: Although appendicitis occurs in approximately 1:1000 pregnancies,

appendiceal neuroendocrine neoplasm (ANEN) diagnosis during pregnancy is very

rare. Data on presentation, treatment and prognosis is scarce.

Aim: To describe ANEN cases diagnosed during pregnancy.

Materials and methods: A retrospective appraisal of 7 consecutive ANEN patients

diagnosed during pregnancy from four Israeli tertiary medical centers and

comparison with 17 cases described in the literature from 1965-2021.

Results: Age at ANEN diagnosis was 26.4 ± 3.5 years (range 21-33). Patients were

diagnosed between gestational weeks 6-40, most frequently in the third trimester

(53%). The most common presenting symptom was abdominal pain. Tumor size

was 14.3 ± 8.9mm (range 3-45mm). In patients from our series appendiceal base

involvement was reported in 2/7; mesoappendiceal invasion in 5/7; lympho-

vascular invasion in 2/7. Ki67 staining was reported in 6/7 cases and ranged from

1-10%. Pathology details were lacking in most of the previously published cases. All

7 pregnancies in our series resulted in term delivery with no complications,

whereas in historical cases there were one first trimester abortion, one ectopic

pregnancy, and one stillbirth. Right hemicolectomy was performed in 5/7 patients

in our series and reported in 2/17 historical cases. All hemicolectomies were

performed after delivery, 3-16 months after appendectomy. Local metastases

were reported in two cases. Follow-up duration was 7-98 months for our

patients and 3-48 months in 5 historical cases. No disease recurrence, distant

metastases or mortality were noted.
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Conclusions: To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest series describing the

extremely rare diagnosis of ANEN during pregnancy. Although pathologic

characteristics varied, pregnancy outcomes were usually favorable and long-

term prognosis was excellent. This data may suggest that a conservative

approach to patients with ANEN diagnosis during pregnancy can be considered.
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1 Introduction

Appendiceal neuroendocrine neoplasm (ANEN) are diagnosed in

approximately 0.5% of appendectomies (1–5). These tumors usually

harbor excellent prognosis, and rarely require further treatment

beyond appendectomy (6, 7). Local lymph node metastases may be

present, but distant metastases and disease-related mortality are rare.

Right hemicolectomy is suggested for selected patients (8, 9) with large

or invasive tumors. Although hormonal hypersecretion syndromes

such as carcinoid syndrome and ectopic Cushing’s syndrome have

been described in ANEN, these are extremely rare (10, 11).

Although appendicitis and appendectomy occur in approximately

1:1000 pregnancies (12, 13), diagnosis of ANEN during pregnancy is

extremely rare. Only 12 cases have been reported in the literature

since 1965 (14–23), including only one series of four cases (14).

Additionally, five cases of incidental ANEN diagnosed during

Cesarian section (CS) have been reported (14, 24, 25).The clinical

and pathological data in most of these reports is incomplete.

Epidemiologic and clinical characteristics of ANEN in pregnancy

have not been systematically described. The effect of the tumor and its

resection on pregnancy outcome is unknown. Moreover, the effect of

pregnancy and its unique hormonal and immune milieu on tumor

progression and spread has not yet been described. As a result, there

are no specific guidelines for evaluation and treatment of patients

with ANEN diagnosed during pregnancy. Many clinical issues remain

to be resolved, such as sensitivity of imaging studies performed during

pregnancy prior to appendectomy; the need for further imaging

studies after appendectomy during pregnancy and after delivery;

and the sensitivity and specificity of biochemical markers such as

chromogranin A and 5-hydroxy-indol-acetic acid (5-HIAA) in

this context.

The most important clinical dilemma is patient selection for right

hemicolectomy. To date, no pregnancy-specific criteria for right

hemicolectomy have been suggested. Furthermore, the preferred

timing for hemicolectomy, whether during pregnancy (particularly

if ANEN is diagnosed in early pregnancy) or in the post-partum

period has not been determined.

In this study, retrospective data were collected from 7 Israeli

women with ANEN diagnosed during gestation, as well as 17 cases of

gestationally-diagnosed ANEN previously described in the literature.

Clinical and pathologic characteristics and long-term follow-up data,

where available, are described.
02
2 Materials and methods

Data of 7 ANEN female patients diagnosed during pregnancy

were collected from electronic files of four tertiary medical centers in

Israel. In addition, data pertaining to another 17 cases described in the

literature was retrieved. Data included patient’s age, pregnancy week

at diagnosis, presenting symptoms and pre-appendectomy imaging

studies. Histopathological characteristics of the tumor included size,

location in the appendix, depth of invasion, lympho-vascular invasion

(LVI), perineural invasion, immunohistochemical staining and

proliferation index (Ki-67). Post appendectomy evaluation included

imaging, chromogranin A and 5-HIAA testing; right hemicolectomy

indication, timing and outcome (if conducted); pregnancy outcome

and long-term surveillance data including tumor recurrence

and mortality.
2.1 Data analysis

Categorical variables are presented as frequency and percentage.

Continuous variables are presented as mean and standard deviation

or median and range. Groups were compared using Student t-test. A

p-value < 0.005 was considered statistically significant.
2.2 Ethical considerations

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Ethics

Committees of the four Medical Centers (Meir Medical Center,

Hadassah Medical Center, Rabin Medical Center and Wolfson

Medical Center 0143-21-WOMC). In accordance with Helsinki

regulations for clinical studies based on chart review, informed

consent was waived.
3 Results

Data of 19 patients with ANEN diagnosed during pregnancy (7

from our series and 12 previously published in the literature) and 5

ANEN cases diagnosed incidentally at CS (all from previous

publications) were included in the analysis (Table 1). Historical

cases were published between 1965-2019. Patients diagnosed during
frontiersin.org
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gestation presented with abdominal pain, and in most cases were

suspected to have appendicitis. Patients diagnosed at CS had

appendectomy as a routine procedure or due to abnormal

appearance of the appendix. There were no cases of pre-operative
Frontiers in Endocrinology 03
tumor diagnosis, and no described signs and symptoms of hormone

hyper-secretion syndromes.

Age at ANEN diagnosis was 26.4 ± 3.5 years (range 21-33); there

was no significant age difference between cases diagnosed during
TABLE 1 Clinical characteristics of 24 appendiceal neuroendocrine neoplasms diagnosed during pregnancy.

Case
number

Data
source

Age et
diagnosis (years)

Pregnancy
week

Clinical
presentation

Pre-operative
imaging

Pregnancy
outcome

Follow-up
duration (months)

1 Current
series

27 27 Abdominal pain US NA 98

2 Current
series

31 6 Abdominal pain US Vaginal term
delivery

32

3 Current
series

21 38 Abdominal pain US Vaginal term
delivery

11

4 Current
series

26 13 Abdominal pain US-suspected appendicitis Vaginal term
delivery

23

5 Current
series

33 30 Abdominal pain US Vaginal term
delivery

9

6 Current
series

23 22 Abdominal pain US- appendix not seen,
MRI-dilated appendix

CS term
delivery

15

7 Current
series

24 31 Abdominal pain us- appendix not seen,
MRI-dilated appendix

Vaginal term
delivery

7

8 Berrios 1965 23 10 Abdominal pain NA Vaginal term
delivery

48

9 Berrios 1965 26 12 Abdominal pain NA NA NA

10 Jurica 1989 24 21 Abdominal pain NA Stillbirth NA

11 Mclean 1994 30 37 Abdominal pain NA CS term
delivery

NA

12 Korkontzelos
2005

23 16 Abdominal pain NA CS term
delivery

NA

13 Pitiakoudis
2008

24 32 Abdominal pain NA Vaginal term
delivery

NA

14 Gilboa 2008 31 9 Abdominal pain Trans vaginal US-
edematous appendix

1st trimester
abortion

NA

15 Thompson
2011

27 NA Abdominal pain NA Ectopic
pregnancy

NA

16 Poiana 2012 27 NA NA NA NA NA

17 panagiotis
2013

22 27 Abdominal pain MRI-dilated appendix NA NA

18 Piatek 2016 28 25 Abdominal pain US-appendix not seen Vaginal term
delivery

12

19 Vanags 2017 24 35 Abdominal pain US-appendix not seen NA NA

20 Berrios 1965 21 NA Routine appendecto-
my during CS

irrelevant irrelevant NA

21 Berrios 1965 30 38 Routine appendecto-
my during CS

irrelevant irrelevant NA

22 Syracuse
1979

31 NA Routine appendecto-
my during CS

irrelevant irrelevant 48

23 Gokaslan
2002

30 NA Routine appendecto-
my during CS

irrelevant irrelevant 3

24 Janicki 2019 27 40 Routine appendecto-
my during CS

irrelevant irrelevant 36
US, ultrasound; NA, data not available; CS, cesarean section; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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pregnancy and those incidentally diagnosed during CS (26 vs. 27.8

years, respectively, p=0.302). As presented at Figure 1, patients were

diagnosed at gestational week 6-40, but more frequently in the third

trimester. In the 7 cases within our series, pregnancy outcomes were

favorable (all resulted in term delivery, 6/7 vaginal delivery and 1/7

CS), whereas in historical cases there were one case of first trimester

spontaneous abortion five days after appendectomy (26), one case of

ectopic pregnancy implanted on the tip of the appendix that was

diagnosed during appendectomy (19) and one stillbirth at 21 weeks’

gestation in a patient with concomitant Chlamydia trachomatis

infection (15); CS was conducted in 2/5 term deliveries (26). No

other post-appendectomy complications were noted.

Data on pre-operative imaging was available for 11 patients.

Trans-abdominal ultrasound (US) was performed in in 8/11,

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in 1/11 and both in 2/11.

Trans-abdominal US failed to demonstrate the appendix in 4/11

patients presenting at pregnancy weeks 22-35. MRI demonstrated

abnormal findings in the appendix in 3/3 cases. In one additional case,

abnormal findings were described in the appendix on vaginal US (26).

In all cases the pre-operative imaging results were compatible with the

diagnosis of appendicitis but did not reveal the existence of

appendiceal tumor.

Tumor histopathological characteristics are presented in Table 2.

Tumor size was 14.3 ± 8.9 mm (range 3-45 mm). There was no

difference between tumors diagnosed during pregnancy and during

CS (13.6 vs. 16.4 mm, respectively, p=0.550) or between our series and

historical cases (14.8 vs. 13.5 mm, respectively, p=0.574). Other

pathology details were incomplete in most of the previously

published cases and in one of our cases. Involvement of the

appendiceal base was reported in 3/6 of our series and in no

historical cases. Mesoappendiceal invasion was reported in 5/6 of

our cases and 3 previously reported cases. LVI was reported in 2/7 of

our cases and in 2 of previously reported cases. Ki67 staining was

reported in 6/7 of our cases and ranged between 1-10%. Only 5/17

historical cases reported Ki67 staining results, which ranged between

1-2%. For one case in the series of Berrios et al, published in 1965,

methenoamine silver and ferrous cyanide staining was reported.

Neuroendocrine-specific staining (chromogranin A and

synaptophysin) was not reported in cases published before 2005.

Positive chromogranin staining was reported in 5/7 of our cases and
Frontiers in Endocrinology 04
in 6/17 historical cases. Positive synaptophysin staining was reported

in 5/7 of our cases and in 4/17 of historical cases.

Right hemicolectomy was performed in 5/7 patients in our series

and reported in 2/17 historical cases. Indications for hemicolectomy

were size greater than 2cm in 2 cases, involvement of the appendiceal

base in 2 cases, meso-appendiceal invasion in 6 cases, LVI in 3 cases,

and Ki67above 2% in 2 cases. All hemicolectomies were performed

after delivery, 3-16 months after appendectomy. Hemicolectomy

pathology results are presented in Table 2. Local metastases were

reported in 2 cases: one had a lymph node metastasis, and the other

had a focus of tumor in fat tissue.

Follow-up duration was 7-98 months in our series and 3-48

months in five historical cases. No disease recurrence, distant

metastases or mortality were noted. All surveillance imaging studies

were negative: abdominal US (1 case), abdominal CT (2 cases),

abdominal MRI (4 cases), and Ga68-DOTATATE PET-CT (3

cases). Serum chromogranin A testing (5 cases) and urine 5-HIAA

testing (5 cases) during follow-up were within normal range.
4 Discussion

This is the largest series to date of ANEN diagnosed during

pregnancy, incorporating 7 new cases together with a review of 17

historical cases. Treatment of neoplastic disease during pregnancy is

challenging due to the inherent dilemma between the desire to protect

maternal health and the wish to continue the pregnancy and protect

the fetus. This challenge is more pronounced in ANEN as data on

tumor behavior during pregnancy is limited, and no international

guidelines discuss this rare clinical scenario (8, 9, 27). The aim of this

study was to gather existing data on ANEN diagnosed during

pregnancy in order to assist in clinical decision making.
4.1 Epidemiology

ANEN diagnosis during pregnancy is extremely rare. This is

somewhat surprising, because ANEN is more common in women,

with a female preponderance of 52-70% of all ANEN patients

described in previous reports (2–4, 28, 29). Moreover, ANEN
FIGURE 1

Appendiceal neuroendocrine neoplasms diagnosed during pregnancy divided by pregnancy trimester at diagnosis.
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TABLE 2 Pathology data of 24 Appendiceal Neuroendocrine Neoplasms diagnosed during pregnancy.

in
inflammation perforation Hemicolectomy

performed

+ – No

– – Yes, single focus of NEN
in fatty tissue

+ – Yes, no residual tumor

+ + Yes, no residual tumor

+ – Yes, no residual tumor

– – Yes, no residual tumor

+ – No

+ – NA

NA NA NA

– – NA

– – No

– – Yes, no residual tumor

+ – NA

NA NA NA

NA NA NA

NA NA NA

+ – NA
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NA NA NA

NA NA NA
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2005
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diagnosis is not uncommon in the reproductive years; in a series

published by Rosenblum et al, 31% of reported patients were females

between 20-40 years of age (1). Suspected appendicitis is the most

common non-obstetric indication for surgical intervention during

pregnancy. Appendicitis occurs in approximately 1:1000 births (12,

13). Interestingly, the rate of appendicitis is especially low in the third

trimester (30, 31), in contrast to the higher rate of ANEN diagnosis in

the 3rd trimester observed in this series.

The reasons for the low rates of both appendicitis in the 3rd

trimester and ANEN during pregnancy are not well understood.

However, clinicians must be alert to this possibility and know to

identify relevant symptoms in order to avoid missed diagnosis of

ANEN in the appendix.
4.2 Presentation

All patients diagnosed during pregnancy in the present cohort

were admitted with abdominal pain. The majority had suspected

acute appendicitis according to clinical and radiologic parameters.

Pre-operative imaging with abdominal US or MRI revealed suspicious

features for appendicitis but did not demonstrate the intra-

appendiceal tumor. This is not surprising as ANEN are frequently

not detected radiologically, most probably due to their small

dimensions (32, 33). Since the tumors were not suspected pre-

operatively, no patients performed pre-operative biochemical

specific testing such as chromogranin A or urine 5-HIAA.
4.3 Pathology

Pathology data from previously reported cases was incomplete

and did not enable in-depth analysis. Moreover, pathologic

processing and diagnosis has changed substantially over the last

decades (historical cases were published over seven decades, 1965-

2019). Neuroendocrine-specific stainings chromogranin and

synaptophysin were not reported in cases published before 2005.

Reliable and detailed histopathological data were available in 6/7 of

our cohort. Interestingly, a high proportion of tumors in our series

had features placing them at ‘high risk’ for persistence/recurrence

according to international guidelines. All six patients with ‘high risk’

tumors underwent right hemicolectomy, but residual disease was

observed in only one (a patient with a 45 mm tumor involving the

appendix base, with invasion of the mesoappendix and blood vessels).

These results highlight the controversy over the indication for

right hemicolectomy in patients with ANEN. International guidelines

suggest hemicolectomy for ANEN >2 cm or ANEN 1-2 cm with

worrisome pathologic features (8, 9). However, some authors have

questioned these criteria. For example, a retrospective analysis of 263

ANEN patients found that tumor grade, vascular and lymph vessel

invasion were associated with lymph node involvement, while tumor

size and mesoappendiceal invasion were not (34). A systematic review

including 261 patients from 6 studies found that using a cutoff of 2 cm

for hemicolectomy, the number needed to treat was very similar to the

number needed to harm (35). Interestingly, a SEER database analysis

found that right hemicolectomy gave no survival advantage over

appendectomy, even after adjusting for tumor stage and grade (36).
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Until large-scale studies are available, the decision whether to

perform right hemicolectomy should be made by a NEN expert,

within the framework of a multidisciplinary team, and taking the

patient’s will into consideration. Posponement of hemicolectomy to

the post-partum period seems to be safe, although this series is to

small to draw conclusions.
4.4 Pregnancy and long term outcomes

In the 7 cases of the current series, no post-operative

complications were noted, and pregnancy outcomes were favorable.

This is in contrast to prior large series, which described high rates of

post-appendectomy complications. For example, in a series of over

7,000 cases, there was an almost two-fold increase of post-

appendectomy complications in pregnancy such as sepsis, septic

shock, transfusion, pneumonia, bowel obstruction and

postoperative infection (13). Moreover, approximately 5% of

women exper ience adverse obste tr ica l outcomes after

appendectomy during pregnancy, especially preterm delivery or

miscarriage (37). Wei et al. reported adjusted odds ratios of 1.82 for

low birth weight, 1.59 for preterm birth, 1.33 for small for gestational

age, 1.24 for CS, and 2.07 congenital anomalies in women with acute

appendicitis during pregnancy (38). The discrepancy between our

data and data from these large series may be influenced by temporal

changes in availability of diagnostic tools, anesthetization and surgery

methods. The significance of our data is also limited by the small

sample size of our cohort.

Follow-up data was available for all 7 cases of our cohort and only

5 historical cases. No cases of tumor recurrence, distal metastases or

mortality were reported. The results of imaging and biochemical

studies during follow-up were all negative. These results are in concert

with previous studies, and allude to excellent long-term prognosis for

ANEN diagnosed during pregnancy (1, 2, 6, 29).
4.5 Study limitations

Although this series is the largest reported to date on ANEN

diagnosed during pregnancy, its small sample size precludes the

formation of definite conclusions.The cases analyzed were treated

over a time span of more than 60 years, during which diagnostic and

therapeutic approaches have changed substantially. The retrospective

nature of the data gives rise to inherent limitations, including

potential bias caused by missing or incorrect data.
5 Conclusion

ANEN diagnosis during pregnancy is very rare, occurring most

commonly during the third trimester. In this series, all cases were

diagnosed post-operatively by the pathologist. In most cases, the post-
Frontiers in Endocrinology 07
operative period was unremarkable and pregnancy outcomes were

favorable. Local metastases were rare and there were no cases of

distant metastases or disease related mortality. This data suggests that

a conservative approach to patients with ANEN diagnosis during

pregnancy may be considered. However, decision-making needs to be

individualized and requires discussion within an experienced

multidisciplinary team, including a NEN specialist, gynecologist,

pathologist and surgeon. The treatment approach should take into

consideration not only the risks related to the tumor itself but also the

pregnancy-related psychological burden and relevant outcomes.

Larger, multi-center studies are warranted to assess the long-term

prognosis of this condition, with emphasis on timing and outcomes of

both tumor- and pregnancy- related interventions.
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